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INTRODUCTION

The Franklin, virginia compl ex is one of Union

Camp Corporation's major manufacturing centers.

There are three divisions represented in Franklin

employing approximately 2,750 people. The Bleached

paper and Board Division manufactures printing and

writing grades, bleached paperboard, and bleached

packaging board. The Building Products Division

produces lumber, particleboard, and bark mulch. The

Woodlands Division manages timber assets and pro-

vides wood in appropriate forms to the other two

divisions.

The mill site is in Isle of Wight County, adja-

cent to the City of Franklin. It is located 45

miles west of Norfolk, virginia and 60 miles

southeast of Richmond, virginia.



DIVISION OVERVIEWS
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PRODUCTION

FULLY
INTEGRATED
OPERATION

EASTOVER
EXPANSION

BLEACHED PAPER AND BOARD DIVISION

Since paper production at Franklin began in

1938, the mill has been expanded at regular inter-

vals. Today we have six p~per machines with related

facilities producing about 1900 tons of first grade

paper and board per day. The Franklin mill runs 24

hours a day, 7 days a week.

The operation is fully integrated, from the

manufacture of bleached pulp to the production of

paper and the conversion of that paper into cus-

tomer-size rolls and sheets. The wood resource is

converted into bleached pulp in the pulp Mill-Bleach

pI ant wi th the by-prod uc ts 0 f the process conve r ted

into saleable chemicals in a Tall Oil plant which is

also located at the site. Total employment of the

Bleached paper and Board Division. is 2000 people.

A major expansion of the Division will be real-

ized in late 1984 with the startup of our new pulp

and paper mill in Eastover, South Carolina. When it

is operating, it will add about 600 tons per day to

our output of white printing and converting papers.
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PRODUCTION
CAPACITY

BUILDING PRODUCTSDIVISION

There are 550 people employed in the four saw-

mills, one particleboard plant and four bark mulch

plants operated by the Virginia Building Products

Division. The sa wmi 11 s ha v e a com bin e d ann ua 1

capac i ty of 169 mill ion board feet of lumber. The

particleboard plant is capable of producing 80 mil-

lion square feet of particleboard on a 3/4" basis.

And the bark mulch plants turn out approximately 1.8

million three-cubic-foot bags of hardwood and pine

wood bark mulch a year.



WOODLANDS DIVISION

LAND BASE

The Woodlands Division operates as a separate

profit center and manages approximately 355,000

acres of land supporting the Franklin operation.

Total employment of the Franklin Woodlands Division

is 200 people.



DIVISION SPECIFICS



ANNUAL
PRODUCTION

GROWTH
SINCE 1970

FUTURE GROWTH

BLEACHEDPAPER AND BOARDDIVISION

Throughout its history, the Bleached paper and

Board Division has experienced frequent and dramatic

growth and currently produces more than 660,000 tons

of paper and board per year. Of the six machines at

Franklin, two produce board and four manufacture

paper. The four paper machines are among the

largest in the industry.

Growth has come not only by the addition of new

machines but also by optimizing the production of

those that already exist. For example, when the

last machine to be added - No. 6 - began producing

in 1970, it brought the mill's total output to

384,000 tons per year. More than 250,000 additional

yearly tons are now being produced by these same six

machines through rebuilds a nd . other optimization

programs. During this time the mill has also in-

creased its efficiency in the use· of energy and

chemicals.

Further growth will come from additional

rebuilds of current machines .a s well as from a new

mill now under construction at Eastover, South Car-

olina. The new mill site consists of 4000 acres

which will provide sufficient room for whatever ex-

pansion might be needed in the foreseeable future.
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The first machine at Eastover will be 372" in

wid th. It will be the largest machine ever built

EASTOVER
MACHINE

for the manufacture of fine printing and converting

papers and will add about 210,000 tons to our annual

output - bringing the Division total to approximate-

ly 870,000 tons per year.



INVENTORY
AND USAGE

ROUNDWOOD
PROCESSING

CHIP
PROCESSING

WOODYARD

The Woodyard is equipped to handle both hard-
wood and softwood species in several forms - chips,
sawdust, and roundwood in 16' and 5' lengths. These
various forms can be received by truck, rail, or
barge. On average, a wood inventory of approximate-
ly 21,000 cords is maintained at Franklin and 11,000
cords in satellite concentration yards in support of
the 2700 cords used each day. Of the inventory, 55%
is in roundwood and 45% is in the form of chips and
sawdust.

In the Woodyard a series of cranes and con-
veyors send the roundwood into the debarking drums
after which they are reduced to chip-size pieces in
one -of three wood chippers. Waste from the debark-
ing operations is burned in the mill's power boilers

to produce steam and electricity.
Wood which arrives at the mill in chip form is

unloaded from the truck or railcar at four unloading
stations. In order to maintain fast turn-around
times, the stations can handle up to six trucks or
two railcars per hour. The chips may be sent to
outside storage areas, silos, or fed directly to the
pulp mill by a series of pneumatic conveying
systems.
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PRODUCTION

BLOX ODOR-
REDUCING
SYSTEM

PULP MILL

The pulp Mill uses both continuous and batch

digesters to produce up to 2350 tons of pulp per

day. Of the three continuous digesters in use, two

are somewhat unusual. One, a Kamyr continuous

digester is designed to process "whole tree chips"

and provide the capability for capitalizing on the

more effective wood harvesting method which literal-

ly transforms an entire tree into chips. The other

is utilized to cook sawdust, thus reclaiming what

would otherwise be refuse. From the 'digesters,

after washing and screening, the pulp is then fed to

the Bleach plant for further processing. The chemi-

cals used in the cooking process are recovered in

boilers which produce a total of 1,050,000 pounds of

s tea m pe r hour • The newest of these, over 300 feet

high and rated at 1500 psi, is providing efficien-

cies not possible with lower pressure units.

The odor-reducing black liquor oxidation (BLOX)

system installed at Franklin started operation in

1974. The system is designed to reduce the sodium

sulfide concentration in the black liquor before it

enters the cascade evaporators of the recovery

boilers and becomes hydrogen sulfide. Thi s oxida-

tion system is one step in minimizing the charac-

teristic odor found in older kraft pulp mills. The

Franklin system is designed to handle 790 gallons



per minute of black liquor containing 50% solids and

to reduce the sodium sulfide content by 99.99%.

This is accomplished by sparging air through the

black liquor in three stages. A fourth stage is

prov ided to replace any 0 f the 0 the r s in the event

of a malfunction. Consequently, the system will

remain effective while any single stage is off line.
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PRODUCTION

NEW LINE

BLEACH PLANT

The Pulp Mill includes a bleaching plant which

consists of four computer controlled lines capable

of bleaching approximately 2700 tons of pulp per

day.

The newest bleach line began operation in the

summer of 1981. It uses the latest technology -

oxygen bleaching which is environmentally pre-

ferable to the conventional chlorine/caustic/

chlorine dioxide bleaching that is prevalent

throughout the industry. This new line allowed the

retirement of an older one that has been in opera-

tion for over 25 years.
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CHEMICAL
BY-PRODUCTS

TALL OIL PLANT

The continuous Tall Oil plant with a capacity

of approximately 1200 tons per month operates from

one to three shi fts per day, depending on the sea-

so n • The continuous system results in better

separation of the tall oil from spent acid and lig-

n i n than the batch system which was formerly used.

Crude sulphate turpentine, another by-product of the

operation, is also produced.



STEAM AND
POWER
GENERATION

ENERGY
CONSERVATION

POWERPLANT

Much of the power needed to run the mill is

generated right here. The six power boilers and

three recovery boilers at Franklin can produce up to

2,230,000 pounds of steam per hour, which is used to

drive turbine generators having a total capacity of

105,600 KW. This includes a 42,000 KWcapacity tur-

bin e gene r a to r whi ch processes high press ure steam

from the newest recovery boiler. Over a 11, 68% 0 f

the power that is needed is generated at the mill.

Since 1980 several projects have been completed

which helped reduce the mill's consumption of oil

and purchased energy. A cooling tower allows us to

make better use of our computerized Energy Manage-

ment System which optimizes our use of power by

meeting the energy demands of the manufacturing pro-

cess at the lowest cost. Other projects - such as

the installation of a new precipitator on the No.7

power boiler along with a new waste wood handling

system have allowed us to increase our use of

waste wood fuel from 1000 to 1600 tons per day.

Thus we burn all of the waste wood we produce plus

400 tons per day from outside sources. Another pro-

ject converted the #7 power boiler from an oil-

burning unit to coal-burning. In 1982 a pipeline

system was installed which delivers peanut hull

waste from the Birdsong Peanut Company in Franklin



for use as boiler fuel, thereby further reducing our
use of oil.

The result of the above projects, along with
numerous others, is that oil is now used to generate
less that 5% of the mill's steam requirements. Nine
years ago, in 1974, oil was used to generate 41% of
the steam.
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MACHINE
SPEEDS AND
GRADES

COMPUTER
CONTROL

PAPER MILL

The size, speed and grades produced on the six
machines at Franklin are as follows:
Machine
Number Width Operating Speed primary Production

1 212 1500 fpm Coated Board
2 96 800 fpm uncoated Board
3 226 2150 fpm printing Grades
4 236 2000 fpm printing Grades
5 246 2200 fpm printing Grades
6 328 2500 fpm printing Grades

All six are fourdrinier machines. Machine Nos.
3,4,5 and 6 are equipped with foil tables which
provide controlled drainage. Th is res u1tsin im-
proved sheet formation, reduced need for opacificat-
ing chemicals and increased machine speeds.

All machines, except No.2, have modern com-
pu t er control systems. The latest feature to be
added is a computerized cross-machine caliper con-
trol on No.6 machine. This system is one of the
first utilized on a fine paper machine and is an
enhancement to the high quality level already
attained.
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ROLL CONVEYOR
SYSTEM

PRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT

SHIPPING

ROLL DATA
COLLECTION
COMPUTER
SYSTEM

ROLL FINISHING

An overhead conveying system transports produc-

tion from paper Machines No.1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 to the

Roll Finishing Department. Machine No. 2 has a

separate manual system for wrapping and handling

rolls. From the roll wrapping area the packages are

transported to either the Franklin Sheet plant or to

a roll sorting deck for shipment or warehousing.

The Roll Finishing Department is equipped with

three semi-automatic roll wrappers with a capacity

in excess of 2700 packages per day. Two automatic

steel strapping machines are incorporated in the

roll wrapping system. Also, in the Roll Finishing

area are five roll rewinders capable of producing

rolls of many different widths and diameters.

Clamp trucks move rolls from warehouse loca-

tions and shipping platforms to trucks and railcars.

The Roll Finishing area includes 19 truck loading

and 27 rail loading positions.

A computer-based Roll Data Collection system is

in the process of being implemented. When com-

pleted, it will provide a data base supplying timely

order status and inventory information to other com-

puter systems being simul taneously developed in the

Planning and Sales area.
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CUT-SIZE
SHEETS

FOLIO-SIZE
SHEETS

BUILDING SIZE

SHEET FINISHING

The Franklin Sheet Finishing plant has eight

sheeters which produce approximately 145,000

fin i shed tons per year in both cut-si ze and fol io-

size sheets.

The cut-sizes are ream wrapped and placed in

cartons on three packaging lines which then feed by

conveyor to an automatic palletizer. Ano the r

pac kag ing 1ine, to be added in 1983 and feed ing to

the same palletizer, will increase the finished

capacity by 13,500 tons per year.

Folio-sized sheets are shipped either in car-

tons or on skids from three sheeter lines. Three

vacuum carton sealers and three automatic palleti-

zers handle the packaging of carton-shipped pro-

ducts. Skidded sheets are first wrapped and then

sent through a skid compression unit where they are

steel-strapped.

Additional equipment in Sheet Finishing in-

cludes two trimmers and a continuous baler for waste

trimmings. The plant has approximately seven acres

under roof including 220,000 sq. ft. of warehouse

space. Both the sheeting and tr imming room areas

are temperature and humidity controlled to provide

better quality of the outgoing product. Shipping

facilities in Sheet Finishing consist of 20 truck

loading and 11 railcar loading positions. Skids and



pallets are produced in a shop adjacent to the ship-

ping area.

A satellite finishing plant in Normal, Illinois

began operations in May 1970. Thi s 10cat ion pro -

NORMAL, ILLINOIS vides excellent service to the midwestern market.
SHEET FINISHING

Equipment at Normal includes three sheeters, two

trimmers, and the necessary packaging and handling

facilities for a capacity of approximatly 29,000

finished tons per year.

A new precision sheeter, to be installed in

NEW CUT-SIZE
SHEETER

late 1983, will increase cut-size sheeting capacity

by 44,000 tons per year. An announcement concerning

the location of this new unit is imminent.



STAFF

WATER
TREATMENT

PRECIPITATORS

ENVIRONMENTAL

The Bleached paper and Board Division has a

major commitment to environmental excellence. A 17-

pe r s on staff of environmental engineering personnel

mon i to r s compl iance wi th governmen t reg ula t ions and

keeps up to date with the latest control techniques

and equipment.

The effluent from the mill is processed through

a water treatment system prior to being released

into the river. The system includes one 230' di-

ameter, 4 1/2 million gallon capacity clarifier, an

aerator stabilization basin with a battery of 13

a era to r s, and a lOb i 11 ion gallon hold i ng pond.

This comprehensive waste water system incorporates

the· best practical technology and has been approved

by the States of virginia and North Carolina and the

Environmental Protection Agency.

All boiler air emissions are channeled through

high efficiency precipitators for the removal of

particulates. In December 1979 a very high ef-

ficiency 3-field electrostatic precipitator was in-

stalled on No.7 power boiler to increase our

capacity for using waste wood as a fuel. Thi s pre-

cipitator in conjunction with a 4-field precipitator

on No. 6 power boiler has helped us to make better

use of fuels other than oil.



COMPLETE
UTILIZATION

BUILDING PRODUCTSDIVISION

Union Camp concentrates on 100% utilization of

the log in the production of lumber, chips for

paper, sawdust for fuel, shavings for particleboard,

and bark for fuel and bark mulch. A recen tl y con-

structed boiler complex at our Seaboard, North Car-

olina facility has allowed us to fully utilize wood

wastes as fuel and entirely eliminated the use of

No. 6 f ue 1 0 il • A recent expansion of the particle-

board plant I s sander dust burning boilers has com-

pletely eliminated the use of No.6 fuel oil there.

Though the majority of power is generated from pro-

cess by-products, strong emphasis is placed on ener-

gy conservation to ensure uninterrupted production

with lower manufacturing costs.

The f 0 u r sa wmill s cur r e n t 1Y 0 per ate d by the

Division include:

Location
Annual Capacity
(MMBoard Feet)

Franklin, VA
Smithfield, NC
Seaboard, NC
Waverly, VA

76
20*
60
13*

*Hardwood

To meet the rapidly increasing demand for bark

mulch, the capac i ty of our Seaboard, North Carol ina

facility has been increased. Utilizing bark from

both the Seaboard plant and the Franklin mulch



BARK MULCH

PARTICLEBOARD
PLANT

plant, 1.35 million bags of mulch per year are pro-

duced. This operation has not only proven to be

very profitable, but it has also eliminated a waste

problem. A bark mulch plant at our Smithfield,

North Carolina sawmill produces 380,000 three-cubic

-foot bags per year of hardwood bark mulch. In ad-

dition there is a hardwood bark processor at Waver-

ly, virginia. This plant produces 98, 000 bags of

decorative mulch per year. The remaining bark in

Waverly is used for fuel.

The Particleboard plant helps us to fully util-

i ze the by-prod ucts of our trees. It consumes ap-

proximately 420 tons of dry wood shavings per day,

of which 15% is supplied directly from our Franklin

planing mill, a segment of the lumber mill opera-

tions. The current annual capacity is approximately

80 million square feet of two basic grades - indus-

trial core and vinyl overlay board. A computer-

controlled saw and a tape-controlled saw are util-

ized in a "cut-to-size" operation which gives us

the capability of cutting 5' x 16' panels into fur-

niture component parts, thus increasing the size of

our potential market.
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FRANKLIN
WOODRECEIPTS

BARGE SYSTEM

WOODLANDS
MECHANIZATION

WOODLANDSDIVISION

Corporate lands supporting the Franklin mill

are located in Virginia and northeastern North Car-

olina. These lands are managed on a 25-year rota-

tion cycle for pine and a 12 to 18 year cycle for

the intensively managed hardwood plantations under

an even-aged management system.

Wood received during the past year was deli-

vered in three basic forms:

1- Roundwood/Pulpwood 44%

2. Clean Chips 23%

3. Whole Tree Hardwood Chips 7%

4. Sawdust 3%

5. Sawtimber 23%

Of Bleached paper Division receipts, 40% of the

total was pine and 60% hardwood. Of Building pro-

ducts Division receipts, 83% of the total was pine

and 17% hardwood.

union Camp Woodlands operates its own barge

system which includes 2 tugs, 34 barges, and 4 ac-

tive barge wood concentration yards with docking and

loading facilities.

The effect of wood harvesting mechanization

procedures in the Franklin operating area is shown

by the fact that in 1982, 74% of the total Bleached

Division's roundwood receipts and 100% of the total

Building Products roundwood receipts were in long
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WHOLE TREE
CHIPPING

WOODLANDS
RESEARCH

forms. This logging practice utilizes more effi-

cient mechanical equipment, requires fewer manhours

of labor, and effects transportation economics for

logging contractors.

In 1973 production of hardwood whole tree chips

began in Franklin. Fee and leased chippers produced

60, 000 cords in 1982 from Union Camp timberlands.

In addition 37,000 cords were purchased from wood

suppliers for a combined total of 97, 000 cords.

This harvesting method recovers most of the fiber

which would be left behind by conventional

practices.

Forestry research at Franklin is primarily di-

rected at hardwood management research and pine tree

improvement. The year 1973 saw the first major

plantation of hardwood seedlings established in our

a rea. This year we will plant 2250 additional

acres. An add i t ion a 1 96a a ac res 0 f pin e see dI in g s

will also be planted.



LAND LEGACYPROGRAM

Recognizing the special ecological or histori-

cal significance of certain corporate lands, Union

Camp some years ago established a Land Legacy Pro-

gram under which these lands are donated for special

use or preservation. Among the donations in the

Franklin area are 49,000 acres in the Great Dismal

Swamp

acres

which

for the

have become a Wildlife Refuge, 3800

Chowan Environmental Center in North

Carolina, a 1775 Virginia plantation home, a 1000

acre wildlife management area in North Carolina on

the Chowan River, a 180 acre site in Northampton

County on the Roanoke River where the rare

wildflower "Camassia" grows, and a lakeside site for

the Southeastern Virgina 4H Education Center.



FINISHING EQUIPMENT SPECIFICS



Rewinding Area

Rewinder
Machine Type Width Capacity

Langston 112" Can handle 60" diameter
rolls

Langston 82" Can handle 72" diameter
rolls

ROLL
FINISHING Langston 82" Can handle 72" diameter
EQUIPMENT rolls

Langston 82" Can handle 72" diameter
rolls

Fales 50" Can handle 72" diameter
rolls

Roll Wrapping Area

Wrapper
Machine Type Width
Lamb-Grays Harbor semi-automatic 88"

Lamb-Grays Harbor semi-automatic 100"

Lamb-Grays Harbor semi-automatic 100"



Franklin Operation

A. Sheeters

Type Width Primary product

Hamblet - 116" Sheet for trimming
Regular

Lang ston - 86" Finished sheets; sheets
Regular for trimming

Lenox 30 - 80" 17" to 38" length folio
Folio paper

Lenox 40 - 80" 22" to 50" length folio
Fol io paper

SHEET
FINISHING Jagenberg 83" 22" to 50" length fol io
EQUIPMENT Fol io paper

Clark Aiken 64" 8 1/2" x 11" sheets;
RR - Cut-size 8.1/2" x 14" sheets

Lenox 10 70" 8 1/2" X 11" sheets;
Cut-size 8 1/211 x 14" sheets;

11" x 17" sheets

E.C.H. Will 70" 8 1/2" X 11" sheets
SLK-Cut-size

B. Trimmers

Lawson 11011 Trimmed sheets

Seybold 85" Trimmed sheets

Seybold 90" Trimmed sheets
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Normal operation
A. Sheeters

Type Width primary Product

Lenox 98" Heavier weight
20 - Regular paperboard
Lang ston 815" Finished sheet
684 - Fol io
Lenox 20 - 71" 8 1/2" x 11" sheets;
Cut-size 8 1/2" x 14" sheets;

11 x 17 sheets

B. Trimmers
Harris- 90" Trimmed sheets
Seybold
Harris- 90" Trimmed sheets
Seybold

inb
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